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Look beautifully bronzed and healthy all year round without
exposing your skin to the harmful and ageing effects of the sun.

Prices Regular 8.5%, 10% & 12.5% Rapid
Special Offer Mon Wed £15.00 £17.50
Thurs - Saturday £17.50 £20.00

Buy 1 tan + 1 voucher (to be used within 14 days) £30.00
6 Tan Deal (to be used within 8 weeks) £80



Q1. am i too fair to use self tanning products?
a1: All skin tones can benefit from a natural colour
enhancement, however fair you are. The best
tanning advice we can give is to choose a product
that is specifically formulated for fair skin tones.
WHITE to BROWN has a superb product, 8.5% will
enhance your natural skin tone perfectly. 

Q2: what do i wear during the tanning treatment?
a2: We provide disposable pants for you to wear
during the treatment.

Q3: i do not want my tan very dark: Do you offer
any products to suit a medium skin tone?
a3: The best tanning advice we can give is to
choose a product that is specifically formulated
for medium skin tones. WHITE to BROWN has a
superb product, 10% will enhance your natural skin
tone perfectly.

Q4: i love my tan to be really dark, which product
would you recommend?
a4: Specifically formulated for dark tan lovers,
WHITE to BROWN’s 12.5% is your answer for a
perfect deep bronzed tan. 

Q5: i am getting married on a saturday, when
should i get my tan done?
a5: Thursday evening last thing would be the
perfect time, we would be able to book you in as
late as 7.30pm, this would allow you to then go
home to bed from the salon so there is less
chance of you having to wash hands or rubbing
the tan etc. We would recommend testing this out
prior to make sure you're happy with the results.

Q6: i worry that my tan may go orange?
a6: WHITE to BROWN’s range of tanning
products have been specifically created with a
purple pigment (which is not visible), to suit
everyone’s individual skin tone, thus eliminating
any orange undertones.

Q7: Does your products have that ‘biscuity’ smell
associated with other tanning products?
a7: All tanning products contain DHA, the tanning
ingredient that has a slight biscuity aroma.
However, WHITE to BROWN has tempered this by
adding a delicately fragranced ingredient which
leaves your skin delicately scented.

Q8: how long does it take to work?
a8: The regular spray tan 8.5%, 10% & 12.5% needs
8-10 hours to develop. We recommended having
this done in the evening so you can wash the
following morning. We also offer White to
BROWN Rapid Tan which develops in half the time
but must be rinsed after 5 hours.

Q9: will it stain my clothes and bed sheets?
a9: No it shouldn't but Ideally wear dark loose
clothing after the tan and avoid crisp white
bedding if concerned.

Q10: will i be able to go out that night?
a10: With the spray tan you could leave it on and
go out and look fine. You will feel slightly tacky
after the tan so avoid any tight clothing

Q11: Can i get my tan done on the same day as
my waxing?
a11: Generally we would recommend that you
have your waxing done 24hrs before your tanning
treatment. If you have not had waxing done
before we would recommend that you have it
done 2 days before tanning to allow time for any
redness in the skin that may occur after the
waxing to reduce.

Q12: Can i get my tanning done while i 
am pregnant?
a12: We are not aware of any legislation produced
to say that it should not be done. Myles would not
recommend that you get it done regularly
throughout your pregnancy but for special
occasions. Please consult your doctor or midwife.

Q13: i've never had a spray tan before 
and i have really sensitive skin, what 
would you recommend?
a13: We would recommend a patch test first with
10% Organic Spray Tan Solution from WHITE to
BROWN

Q14: how long will my tan last?
a14: We would recommend exfoliating prior to
tanning and treating the skin gently (no
scrubbing) after the tan has been applied. Ideally
use a moisturizer. Skin types may vary but WHITE
to BROWN recommend a tan should last 5 days
minimum.

www.myleshairdressing.co.uk


